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Abstract. Recent years have seen many privacy violations that have
cost both the users of software systems and the businesses that run them
in a variety of ways. One potential cause of these violations may be the
ad hoc nature of the implementation of privacy measures within software
systems, which may stem from the poor representation of privacy within
many Software Development LifeCycle (SDLC) processes. We propose
to give privacy a higher priority within the SDLC through the creation
of a confederated Privacy-Aware SDLC (PASDLC) which incorporates
the Data Protection Impact Assessment (DPIA) lifecycle. The PASDLC
brings stakeholders of the software system closer together through the
implementation of multiple interception points, whilst prompting the
stakeholders to consider privacy within the software system. We consider
many challenges to the creation of the PASDLC, including potential
communication issues from confederating the processes of a SDLC and
the effective measurement of privacy as an attribute of a software system.
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Introduction

Recent years have seen several privacy breaches and violations. For example,
on the 5th of March 2020, Virgin Media admitted a database, containing the
personal details of 900,000 people, was left unsecured and accessible online for
10 months, during which this data was accessed “on at least one location” [4]. In
2019 a major breach was reported by Capital One impacting 106 million people
which compromised social security numbers and bank accounts [3]. Other examples include Google ignoring user privacy preferences [23] and recent concerns
that Zoom has been sharing user data with Facebook without user consent [12].
These privacy breaches and violations are all described as accidental or avoidable [4,3], which suggests there is a procedural issue with privacy in software
development.
At the time of writing, the NHS COVID-19 contact-tracing app is under
investigation regarding a lack of consideration of privacy [8] and deploying the
system without an approved Data Protection Impact Assessment (DPIA) [24].
The DPIA is a legal requirement under the European Union General Data Protection Regulation (EU GDPR) [10, Article 35] and the UK’s Data Protection
Act (2018)(DPA) [33]. A recent survey on DPIAs, performed by the European
Unions Protection Supervisor, revealed that data protection officers who took
part in the surveyed DPIAs believed that the DPIA processes would benefit
from greater awareness and more internal support, additionally the process itself could be simpler. A recent survey of Data Protection Officers found that
DPIA processes were promising, but would benefit from greater awareness, internal support and a simplification of the process itself [11].
One potential cause of a privacy breach or violation is the ad hoc nature of
implementing privacy measures into software systems [25,17] due to the poor representation of privacy within the Software development LifeCycle (SDLC) [25,5].
We aim to bring clarity to the SDLC by prompting stakeholders to consider
privacy as an attribute of the software system before, during and after implementation. To achieve this aim, we propose a Privacy-Aware SDLC (PASDLC)
that combines the DPIA Lifecycle1 with the SDLC.
The PASDLC takes into consideration legal requirements, such as those set
out in the GDPR and the DPA, by regularly prompting consideration and review
of the data processing that occurs within the software system being designed. To
achieve this, the normally loosely related stages of a SDLC are confederated into
a single governing structure where each lifecycle or process will intercept others
at multiple stages, bringing the stakeholders of the software system closer together. This structure brings together both the law and computing; it has often
been argued that such a multidisciplinary approach is required to address the
potential harm from technology, for instance through Lessig’s “pathetic dot” [21,
ch. 7]. Bringing multiple disciplines together, however, may also cause communication and consistency issues impacting the overall quality of the implemented
software system [19]. We discuss these challenges and how we approach them in
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the initial design of the PASDLC which revolves around the early processes of
the SDLC, namely requirements engineering, software architecture design and
implementation.

2
2.1

Background
Software Development Lifecycle

Fig. 1: A graphical representation of a software development lifecycle

Software engineering is governed by various lifecycles and processes which
guide stakeholders in developing a software system that satisfies requirements
and constraints. These processes allow multiple teams of stakeholders to work on
the same software system with minimal disruption [31, ch. 2]. A generic SDLC
can be found in Figure 1. Each stage within a SDLC consists of processes and
lifecycles such as requirements engineering or software engineering methodologies.

2.2

Software Architecture

Software architecture is a high level model capturing significant design decisions
relating to the structure and behaviour of a software system and providing guidance to developers on how to implement and maintain the system, including details such as software components and the interactions among them [32]. Software
architecture is created using design processes such as Attribute-Driven Development (ADD) [35] and evaluation processes such as the Architecture-Tradeoff
Analysis Method (ATAM) [18]. Privacy is not well represented within these
processes, except from using Unified Modelling Language (UML) diagrams to
document privacy requirements as stated in the requirements specification [26].
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2.3

Data Protection Impact Assessment

Software systems that involve the processing of personal data of EU residents
are governed by the GDPR2 . More specifically, some systems, for instance those
that use automated processing that cause legal effects, or systematically monitor
publicly accessible areas at a large scale, must preform a DPIA. To aid in this
process, the Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) has created a suggested
lifecycle for completing and updating a DPIA (Figure 2) [14].
To be an effective impact assessment tool, the DPIA must be completed
before any processing of sensitive data by the software system or any future
iterations of the software system which change how data is processed.

Fig. 2: A graphical representation of a data protection impact assessment lifecycle

From a software engineering perspective, the most interesting stages of the
DPIA lifecycle are 7, 8 and 9. Stages 1 to 6 involve stakeholders with technical expertise from multiple disciplines who compile the DPIA document which is then
signed off by the Data Protection Officer (DPO), who may be a non-engineer,
in stage 7. Once the DPIA has been approved, the technical stakeholders will
execute stages 8 and 9. Without a pre-established common vocabulary, the DPO
may not fully understand the content of the DPIA leading to privacy measures
being approved or rejected incorrectly.
2
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Related Work

Privacy engineering aims to create techniques that decrease privacy risks and
increase effective privacy controls within software systems [9], integrating Privacy
Enhancing Technologies (PETs) such as anonymisation. Software engineers who
use the PASDLC will be able to use Privacy Engineering techniques to implement
the planned privacy measures during the implementation and design stages of
the PASDLC.
Privacy by Design (PbD) [7] and Data Protection by Design (DPbD)3 serve
as principles to guide the development activities of software engineers towards
creating software systems with increased privacy awareness. Hadar et al find that
developers may be actively discouraged from PbD processes due to organisational
norms or lack of knowledge [13]. We propose to integrate the DPIA (and DPbD)
into the organisation through the PASDLC.
Some PbD/DPbD activities encourage stakeholders to integrate privacy into
the architectural specification [29]. This is done either by integrating specific privacy enhancing methods into the architectural specification [20] or the creation
of specific software architectural privacy views. Sion proposed that DPbD should
have a dedicated architectural view supported by data flow diagrams to instruct
engineers how to model the flow of data between software components [30].
To test whether the PASDLC improves privacy within a software system, we
need to be able to measure privacy. There are multiple privacy metrics available
which measure different data ranging from the estimated effort required for a
third party to breach a database to the gain the third party would receive for
completing the breach [34]. Each metric is individually useful to the stakeholders,
however, there is no overall measurement of privacy within a software system.
Zhao and Wagner recommend combining metrics into a metric suite, which is
specific to the software system, as a method of measuring overall privacy of the
software system [36].
Sedano et al and Sievi-Korte et al note communication issues have been
amplified by the rising level of outsourcing in the software engineering industry, resulting in increased design deviations [27,28]. Current solutions revolve
around categorising the causes of the communication issues –such as time zones
and response delays– and then creating a mitigation strategy for each category.
These strategies often rely on the use of third party instant messaging, video
conferencing and organisation tools [16], which, as the Berlin data protection
authority outlines, may themselves introduce data protection risks [6].
Whilst this research is concerned with the ICO’s methodology for generating
and maintaining a DPIA, we note that other methods may be used, such as the
model-based approach proposed by Ahmadian in [1].

3

Approach

We hypothesise that a confederated PASDLC which combines the SDLC and
the DPIA lifecycles, as discussed in Section 2, can improve privacy within the
3
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developed software system. The PASDLC goes beyond integrating the DPIA
lifecycle into regular procedure, providing multiple intersection points between
each of the stages within the PASDLC that allow stakeholders of the software
system to address concerns mid-iteration.
At this point our focus is on the initial stages of developing the PASDLC:
requirements engineering, software architecture design & evaluation and implementation to act as a proof of concept. See Figure 3 for a high level view of the
PASDLC.

Fig. 3: A high level view of the PASDLC; the steps of the DPIA are in grey ovals,
and the steps of the SDLC are in white rectangles, with suggested processes for
the design step in rectangles with rounded corners. The arrows signify the order
in which processes should be carried out by stakeholders.

Using the NHS COVID-19 contact-tracing app as a case study (see Section 1)
we discuss the PASDLC further. The requirements will be agreed with the clients,
the NHS and the UK Government, and the need for a DPIA is established
due to the sensitive health and location data processed by the app [10, Article
35]. The stakeholders will describe in detail the processing necessary for the
app to function. At this point external consultants may be employed, such as
data protection lawyers, to assist with the DPIA risk assessment later in the
process. Once the requirements engineering processes have ended, the necessity
and proportionality of the processing is assessed to ensure it is vital to the
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functionality of the software system. For the contact-tracing app, processing
sensitive data is vital to the functionality, therefore the DPIA process moves on
to the risk assessment stages.
During the design stage of the PASDLC a variety of methodologies to develop
(ADD) and evaluate (ATAM) a software architecture can be used. Regardless
of the methodology used, as part of the DPIA, a privacy risk assessment will
be performed by the stakeholders of the software system. An example risk for
the app may be an unauthorised access to the NHS patient records which could
affect millions of people. Risk mitigation methods are then integrated into the
requirements and software architecture specifications, for example, limiting the
data access to the NHS patient records to only COVID-19 related data.
The software system is implemented using the approved requirements and
architecture specifications controlled by the software engineering methodology
the stakeholders choose. A primary goal when testing the software system will be
to ensure that the software system adheres to the approved DPIA by checking
that all implementable privacy measures have been implemented. After passing the testing processes, the software system is deployed and remains in the
maintenance stage of the PASDLC until new features are added. Requiring the
approval of the DPO before the implementation stage of the PASDLC reduces
the risk of deploying a software system or integrating a new feature into an
existing software system without an approved DPIA, as was the case for the
contact-tracing app. By integrating both and making it clear that this is an ongoing and repeated lifecycle, we also hope to prevent a mismatch between DPIA
and released system, as was also the case for the NHS app, with a DPIA only
being released for an initial pilot test and not for the final system.
In lower level views of the PASDLC, specific processes, such as scrum or
waterfall (for the S.D. 4), ADD and ATAM (for S.D. 3) and requirements engineering (for S.D. 1 and 2), will be inserted into the corresponding stage of
the PASDLC. Each activity within these processes will be mapped to the appropriate DPIA activities, providing an easy to use framework for engineers
and non-engineers alike to follow the development of a Privacy-Aware software
system.
The PASDLC will become an engineering privacy tool box which will not
only be compatible with PETs, PbD/DPbD and standards such as ISO/IEC
29110 [15,22] or the generally accepted privacy principles [2], it will prompt to
the user to consider the inclusion of relevant standards, processes or technologies
at the appropriate points. The PASDLC will not prescribe to the user any one
given standard, technology or processes and will encourage the user to research
the best standard, technology or process for the software system being developed.
This research will address three main challenges: measuring privacy, managing communication issues and evaluating the PASDLC proof of concept. As
discussed in Section 2.4, Metric suites may be the solution to measuring privacy
within software systems and evaluating the effectiveness of the PASDLC.
Requiring stakeholders from different disciplines to work closer together through
the non-linear nature of the PASDLC may exacerbate existing communication
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issues –such as the DPO not understanding technical terminology within the
DPIA– or create new ones. Part of this research will investigate the potential for
communication issues and explore mitigation techniques, such as establishing a
common vocabulary or defining system documentation, that can be utilised by
stakeholders to counter their adverse effects on the software system. Successful mitigation techniques will be incorporated into the PASDLC either as a step
(such as in the case of establishing a common dictionary) or highlighting existing
steps to encourage users of the PASDLC to deploy the appropriate mitigation
technique.
The final challenge is the evaluation of the PASDLC proof of concept. Case
studies will have their software architecture redeveloped using the PASDLC processes. The amount of privacy in both the original and redeveloped architectures
will be measured where we expect to see an increase in privacy within the redeveloped architecture.

4

Conclusion

This work aims to address the insufficient privacy measures implemented into
software systems, potentially caused by the poor representation of privacy within
many SDLC processes. We hypothesise that this problem can be addressed by
integrating the DPIA lifecycle with the SDLC creating the PASDLC.
We will evaluate the developed PASDLC proof of concept by redeveloping
the software architectures of case studies using the PASDLC where we expect to
see an increase in privacy in the redeveloped architecture as measured by privacy
metrics. We will further investigate the PASDLC for potential communication
issues. Strategies to mitigate these issues will be developed to reduce consistency
problems across multiple artefacts and stakeholders of the software system.
The next steps are the development and evaluation of the proof of concept
PASDLC which will expand into the creation of an engineering privacy toolbox
which is both compatible and promotes the use of privacy standards, practices
and technologies.
Through the creation of an effective PASDLC we hope to see a reduction in
privacy breaches and violations that can cause financial and reputational harm
to the stakeholders of software systems which process sensitive data.
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